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RepNet Use Cases: General Considerations

1. Overview of future RepNet services
2. Just preliminary descriptions (out of design board)

3. Aim: validation of user requirements
(+ feedback from survey)
4. Different levels of priority/technical challenge

RepNet Use Case 1: The Dashboard for Tracking OA Mandate Compliance
• Dashboard offers information on degree of progress of funded Project outputs
(mainly research articles) along their way towards being made available Open Access.
•A tool for monitoring rates of compliance for funders’ OA policies as part of wider remit
to track OA outputs and payments.
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RepNet Use Case 2: The Deposit Uptake Monitor
• A tool for monitoring the increase in deposit rates resulting from automated item
ingest strategies coming into service, and specifically the rate of manually ingested
deposits by authors or supporting services versus the rate of automatic ones.
• Requires harmonisation on automatic assignment of metadata field values by
depositing services such as RJ Broker (or CRIS-pushed deposit mechanisms)
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RepNet Use Case 3: The RoMEO/JULIET API
• A tool to to simultaneously provide the information related to both publisher and
funder policies in a machine-readable, machine-executable way.
•Allows for automated deposit to meet publishers’ policy for journals plus funder
mandates
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RepNet Use Case 4: The Metadata Enhancement Suite
• Aims to provide the means to fill in the gaps in a given IR metadata collection (DOIs,
Funder/Grant info, Author IDs, etc) for ensuring adoption of the RIOXX Guidelines.
• Some of the metadata enhancement services will be automatically delivered to IR
managers and platforms, whereas others will be locally implemented following
guidelines delivered by the RepNet
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RepNet Use Case 5: The Dspace IT Support Hub
• Proposal for balancing IT support levels across the repository network: EPrints-based
IRs have repository hosting services plus EPrints Bazaar Store for add-ons, DSpace-based
ones have no such thing.
• Gradual approach in service developing. Wide opportunities for harmonisation and
cost-efficiency
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RepNet Use Case 6: Aggregation as Tactic
• Not aggregation ‘per se’, but as a component to establish a service layer on top of it.
• Different services serving a wide range of stakeholders: metadata validation,
benchmarking and reporting (IR managers), faceted search (funders), metadata profile
implementation (infrastructure providers), indexing (researchers)…
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RepNet Use Cases: Feedback

1. Are these services useful?
2. Any specific use case priorities?

3. Are there any missing strands?
4. Do you agree IRs may play a critical role at institutional
level in the post-Finch landscape?

